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The Lover's Dictionary
A Novel
Picador How does one talk about love? Is it even possible to describe something at once utterly mundane and wholly transcendent,
that has the power to consume our lives completely, while making us feel part of something inﬁnitely larger than ourselves? Taking a
unique approach to this age-old problem, the nameless narrator of David Levithan's The Lover's Dictionary constructs the story of a
relationship as a dictionary. Through these sharp entries, he provides an intimate window into the great events and quotidian triﬂes of
coupledom, giving us an indelible and deeply moving portrait of love in our time.

The Lover's Dictionary
A Novel
Farrar, Straus and Giroux basis, n. There has to be a moment at the beginning when you wonder whether you're in love with the
person or in love with the feeling of love itself. If the moment doesn't pass, that's it—you're done. And if the moment does pass, it
never goes that far. It stands in the distance, ready for whenever you want it back. Sometimes it's even there when you thought you
were searching for something else, like an escape route, or your lover's face. How does one talk about love? Do we even have the
right words to describe something that can be both utterly mundane and completely transcendent, pulling us out of our everyday lives
and making us feel a part of something greater than ourselves? Taking a unique approach to this problem, the nameless narrator of
David Levithan's The Lover's Dictionary has constructed the story of his relationship as a dictionary. Through these short entries, he
provides an intimate window into the great events and quotidian triﬂes of being within a couple, giving us an indelible and deeply
moving portrait of love in our time.

The Lover's Dictionary
HarperCollins UK How does one talk about love?

The Lover's Dictionary
Text Publishing autonomy, n. 'I want my books to have their own shelves,' you said, and that's how I knew it would be okay to live
together. A nameless couple meet, fall in love, move in together, and then the hard work of loving each begins. Told as a series of
dictionary entries, The Lover's Dictionary is an intimate portrait of a relationship in all its guises; a compelling, deeply romantic story
of two people loving each other: passionately, imperfectly. Through these short entries, Levithan opens an intimate window into the
couple's space, giving a name to their everyday struggles, giving us an indelible and deeply moving portrait of love in our time.

Every You, Every Me
Knopf Books for Young Readers A picture is worth a thousand lies in this psychological thriller by bestselling author David Levithan
(Every Day; Will Grayson, Will Grayson with John Green). In this high school-set psychological tale, a tormented teen named Evan
starts to discover a series of unnerving photographs—some of which feature him. Someone is stalking him . . . messing with him . . .
threatening him. Worse, ever since his best friend Ariel has been gone, he's been unable to sleep, spending night after night torturing
himself for his role in her absence. And as crazy as it sounds, Evan's starting to believe it's Ariel that's behind all of this, punishing
him. But the more Evan starts to unravel the mystery, the more his paranoia and insomnia amplify, and the more he starts to unravel
himself. Creatively told with black-and-white photos interspersed between the text so the reader can see the photos that are so
unnerving to Evan, Every You, Every Me is a one-of-a-kind departure from a one-of-a-kind author.

Someday
Knopf Books for Young Readers Celebrate all the ways love makes us who we are with the sequel to the New York Times bestseller
Every Day, now a major motion picture. Every day a new body. Every day a new life. Every day a new choice. For as long as A can
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remember, life has meant waking up in a diﬀerent person's body every day, forced to live as that person until the day ended. A always
thought there wasn't anyone else who had a life like this. But A was wrong. There are others. A has already been wrestling with
powerful feelings of love and loneliness. Now comes an understanding of the extremes that love and loneliness can lead to -- and what
it's like to discover that you are not alone in the world. In Someday, David Levithan takes readers further into the lives of A, Rhiannon,
Nathan, and the person they may think they know as Reverend Poole, exploring more deeply the questions at the core of Every Day
and Another Day: What is a soul? And what makes us human?

How They Met and Other Stories
Knopf Books for Young Readers Just in time for Valentine’s Day comes a confection from David Levithan that is sure to have fans of
Boy Meets Boy eager to devour it. Here are 18 stories, all about love, all kinds of love. From the aching for the one you pine for, to
standing up and speaking up for the one you love, to pure joy and happiness, these love stories run the gamut of that emotion that at
some point has turned every one of us inside out and upside down. What is love? With this original story collection, David Levithan
proves that love is a many splendored thing, a varied, complicated, addictive, wonderful thing.

Wide Awake
Knopf Books for Young Readers Now with exclusive bonus content from author David Levithan, the New York Times bestselling mind
behind Every Day and Another Day. An emotional and politically charged novel that’s a must-read for turbulent times when the very
democratic process itself is called into question and basic rights are at risk. In the not-too-impossible-to-imagine future, a gay Jewish
man has been elected president of the United States. Until the governor of one state decides that some election results in his state
are invalid, awarding crucial votes to the other candidate, and his fellow party member. Thus is the inspiration for couple Jimmy and
Duncan to lend their support to their candidate by deciding to take part in the rallies and protests. Along the way comes an
exploration of their relationship, their politics, and their country, and sometimes, as they learn, it's more about the journey than it is
about reaching the destination. Only David Levithan could so masterfully and creatively weave together a plot that's both parts
political action and reaction, as well as a touching and insightfully-drawn teen love story. A MARGARET A. EDWARDS AWARD WINNER

Are We There Yet?
Knopf Books for Young Readers Take a trip to Italy in this “introspective, moving, and honest” (Publishers Weekly) novel by bestselling
author David Levithan (Every Day; Will Grayson, Will Grayson with John Green) in which ﬂedgling family bonds are threatened by new
love. Sixteen-year-old Elijah is completely mellow and his 23-year-old brother Danny is completely not, so it's no wonder they can
barely tolerate one another. So what better way to repair their broken relationship than to trick them into taking a trip to Italy
together? Soon, though, their parents' perfect solution has become Danny and Elijah's nightmare as they're forced to spend countless
hours together. But then Elijah meets Julia, and soon the brothers aren't together nearly as much. And when Julia suddenly decides
that maybe it's Danny she's really interested in, Danny has a decision to make: does he honor his relationship with the brother he
thinks hates him, or does he follow his heart, which sorely needs some repairing of its own?Elijah and Danny don’t think they have
anything in common except their parents. Danny thinks Elijah is a lazy, slacking, clueless dreamer who doesn’t know how to make a
living. Elijah thinks Danny is a workaholic, stuck-up, soulless drone who doesn’t know how to make a life. Yes, they’re brothers. Then
their parents trick them into taking a trip to Italy together. Nine days of escape. Nine days of somewhere else. Elijah and Danny aren’t
sure it’s going to work. Until they each meet a girl—the same girl. Julia. And nothing will ever be the same again. AN ALA BEST BOOK
FOR YOUNG ADULTS

Another Day
Knopf Books for Young Readers NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Celebrate all the ways love makes us who we are with this enthralling
and poignant follow-up to the New York Times bestseller Every Day--now a major motion picture. David Levithan turns his New York
Times bestseller Every Day on its head by ﬂipping perspectives in this exploration of love and how it can change you. Every day is the
same for Rhiannon. She has accepted her life, convinced herself that she deserves her distant, temperamental boyfriend, Justin, even
established guidelines by which to live: Don’t be too needy. Avoid upsetting him. Never get your hopes up. Until the morning
everything changes. Justin seems to see her, to want to be with her for the ﬁrst time, and they share a perfect day—a perfect day
Justin doesn’t remember the next morning. Confused, depressed, and desperate for another day as great as that one, Rhiannon starts
questioning everything. Then, one day, a stranger tells her that the Justin she spent that day with, the one who made her feel like a
real person . . . wasn’t Justin at all.

Sam & Ilsa's Last Hurrah
Knopf Books for Young Readers The New York Times Bestselling duo behind Nick & Norah's Inﬁnite Playlist and The Twelve Days of
Dash & Lily return with twins out to throw the party of a lifetime--or at least the best party of high school! Siblings Sam and Ilsa
Kehlmann have spent most of their high school years throwing parties for their friends--and now they've prepared their ﬁnal blowout,
just before graduation. The rules are simple: each twin gets to invite three guests, and the other twin doesn't know who's coming until
the partiers show up at the door. With Sam and Ilsa, the sibling revelry is always tempered with a large dose of sibling rivalry, and
tonight is no exception. One night. One apartment. Eight people. What could possibly go wrong? Oh, we all know the answer is plenty.
But plenty also goes right, as well...in rather surprising ways.
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Take Me With You When You Go
Knopf Books for Young Readers From the New York Times bestselling authors of All the Bright Places and Every Day comes a story of
hope, siblinghood, and ﬁnding your home in the people who matter the most. Subject: You. Missing. Ezra Ahern wakes up one day to
ﬁnd his older sister, Bea, gone. No note, no sign, nothing but an email address hidden somewhere only he would ﬁnd it. Ezra never
expected to be left behind with their abusive stepfather and their neglectful mother—how is he supposed to navigate life without Bea?
Bea Ahern already knew she needed to get as far away from home as possible But a message in her inbox changes everything, and
she ﬁnds herself alone in a new city—without Ez, without a real plan—chasing someone who might not even want to be found. As
things unravel at home for Ezra, Bea will confront secrets about their past that will forever change the way they think about their
family. Together and apart, broken by abuse but connected by love, this brother and sister must learn to trust themselves before they
can ﬁnd a way back to each other.

Outstanding Books for the College Bound
Titles and Programs for a New Generation
American Library Association Connecting teens to books they’ll truly enjoy is the aim of every young adult librarian, and the
completely revamped guide Outstanding Books for the College Bound will give teen services staﬀ the leg up they need to make it
happen. Listing nearly 200 books deemed outstanding for the college bound by the Young Adult Library Services Association (YALSA),
this indispensable resource Examines how the previous lists in the series were developed, and explains the book’s new layout
Features engaging, helpful book descriptions useful for readers’ advisory Oﬀers programming tips and other ideas for ways the lists
can be used at schools and public libraries Includes indexes searchable by topic, year, title, and authorMore than simply a vital
collection development tool, this book can help librarians help young adults grow into the kind of independent readers and thinkers
who will ﬂourish at college.

Boy Meets Boy
Knopf Books for Young Readers This is the story of Paul, a sophomore at a high school like no other: The cheerleaders ride Harleys, the
homecoming queen used to be a guy named Daryl (she now prefers Inﬁnite Darlene and is also the star quarterback), and the gaystraight alliance was formed to help the straight kids learn how to dance. When Paul meets Noah, he thinks he’s found the one his
heart is made for. Until he blows it. The school bookie says the odds are 12-to-1 against him getting Noah back, but Paul’s not giving
up without playing his love really loud. His best friend Joni might be drifting away, his other best friend Tony might be dealing with
ultra-religious parents, and his ex-boyfriend Kyle might not be going away anytime soon, but sometimes everything needs to fall apart
before it can really ﬁt together right. This is a happy-meaningful romantic comedy about ﬁnding love, losing love, and doing what it
takes to get love back in a crazy-wonderful world.

The Nine-Chambered Heart: Free Sampler
HarperCollins UK From the winner of the Sahitya Akademi Young Writer Award and the Crossword Book Award for Fiction Shortlisted
for The Hindu Prize for Literature 2015 ‘Explores with sharp beauty the mystery at the centre of loving anyone’ Sophie Mackintosh,
author of The Water Cure

Marly's Ghost
A Remix of Charles Dickens's A Christmas Carol
Penguin The spirit of Ben's girlfriend Marly returns with three other ghosts to haunt him with a painful journey though Valentine's Days
past, present, and future, in a twist to the Dickens classic. Reprint.

The Realm of Possibility
Knopf Books for Young Readers This collection of linked poems from David Levithan, the author of the New York Times bestseller Every
Day and the groundbreaking classic Boy Meets Boy and the co-author of Will Grayson, Will Grayson (with John Green), will introduce
you to a world of unforgettable and emotionally resonant voices. Here’s what I know about the realm of possibility— it is always
expanding, it is never what you think it is. Everything around us was once deemed impossible. From the airplane overhead to the
phones in our pockets to the choir girl putting her arm around the metalhead. As hard as it is for us to see sometimes, we all exist
within the realm of possibility. Most of the limits are of our own world’s devising. And yet, every day we each do so many things that
were once impossible to us. Enter The Realm of Possibility and meet a boy whose girlfriend is in love with Holden Caulﬁeld; a girl who
loves the boy who wears all black; a boy with the perfect body; and a girl who writes love songs for a girl she can’t have. These are
just a few of the captivating characters readers will get to know in this intensely heartfelt new novel about those ever-changing
moments of love and heartbreak that go hand-in-hand with high school. David Levithan plumbs the depths of teenage emotion to
create an amazing array of voices that readers won’t forget. So, enter their lives and prepare to welcome the realm of possibility open
to us all. Love, joy, and these stories will linger. A MARGARET A. EDWARDS AWARD WINNER AN ALA TOP TEN BEST BOOK FOR YOUNG
ADULTS A NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY BOOK FOR THE TEEN AGE “Luminous . . . each voice sings with hope, humor and possibility.”
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—Time Out New York Kids

Six Earlier Days
Knopf Books for Young Readers In Every Day, New York Times bestselling author David Levithan presented readers with his most
ambitious novel to date: Every morning, A wakes up in a diﬀerent body and leads a diﬀerent life. A must never get too attached, must
never be noticed, must never interfere. The novel Every Day starts on Day 5994 of A’s life. In this digital-only collection Six Earlier
Days, Levithan gives readers a glimpse at a handful of the other 5993 stories yet to be told that inform how A navigates the
complexities of a life lived anew each day. In Every Day, readers discover if you can truly love someone who is destined to change
every day. In Six Earlier Days, readers will discover a little bit more about how A became that someone. Fans of Levithan’s books such
as Nick & Norah’s Inﬁnite Playlist, co-written with Rachel Cohn, and Will Grayson, Will Grayson, co-written with John Green, will not
want to miss A’s adventures in Every Day and Six Earlier Days.

19 Love Songs
Knopf Books for Young Readers The New York Times bestselling author of Every Day, Someday, and Two Boys Kissing is back with a
short story collection about love! A resentful member of a high school Quiz Bowl team with an unrequited crush. A Valentine's Day in
the life of Every Day's protagonist "A." A return to the characters of Two Boys Kissing. 19 Love Songs, from New York Times bestselling
author David Levithan, delivers all of these stories and more. Born from Levithan's tradition of writing a story for his friends each
Valentine's Day, this collection brings all of them to his readers for the ﬁrst time. With ﬁction, nonﬁction, and a story in verse, there's
something for every reader here. Witty, romantic, and honest, teens (and adults) will come to this collection not only on Valentine's
Day, but all year round.

Creative Types
and Other Stories
Pantheon From the best-selling coauthor of The Disaster Artist and “one of America's best and most interesting writers" (Stephen
King), a new collection of stories that range from laugh-out-loud funny to disturbingly dark—unﬂinching portraits of women and men
struggling to bridge the gap between art and life A young and ingratiating assistant to a movie star makes a blunder that puts his boss
and a major studio at grave risk. A long-married couple hires an escort for a threesome in order to rejuvenate their relationship. An
assistant at a prestigious literary journal reconnects with a middle school frenemy and ﬁnds that his carefully constructed world of
reﬁnement cannot protect him from his past. A Bush administration lawyer wakes up on an abandoned airplane, trapped in a
nightmare of his own making. In these and other stories, Tom Bissell vividly renders the complex worlds of characters on the brink of
artistic and personal crises—writers, video-game developers, actors, and other creative types who see things slightly diﬀerently from
the rest of us. With its surreal, poignant, and sometimes squirm-inducing stories, Creative Types is a brilliant new oﬀering from one
the most versatile and talented writers working in America today.

Every Day
Knopf Books for Young Readers THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR by Booklist •
Kirkus Celebrate all the ways love makes us who we are with the romance that Entertainment Weekly calls "wise, wildly unique"--from
the bestselling co-author of Nick and Norah's Inﬁnite Playlist and Will Grayson, Will Grayson--about a teen who wakes up every
morning in a diﬀerent body, living a diﬀerent life. Now a major motion picture! Every day a diﬀerent body. Every day a diﬀerent life.
Every day in love with the same girl. There’s never any warning about where it will be or who it will be. A has made peace with that,
even established guidelines by which to live: Never get too attached. Avoid being noticed. Do not interfere. It’s all ﬁne until the
morning that A wakes up in the body of Justin and meets Justin’s girlfriend, Rhiannon. From that moment, the rules by which A has
been living no longer apply. Because ﬁnally A has found someone he wants to be with—day in, day out, day after day. With his new
novel, David Levithan, bestselling co-author of Will Grayson, Will Grayson, and Nick and Norah's Inﬁnite Playlist, has pushed himself to
new creative heights. He has written a captivating story that will fascinate readers as they begin to comprehend the complexities of
life and love in A’s world, as A and Rhiannon seek to discover if you can truly love someone who is destined to change every day. “A
story that is always alluring, oftentimes humorous and much like love itself— splendorous.” —Los Angeles Times

The Slang Dictionary: Etymological, Historical, and
Anecdotal
London : Chatto and Windus
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A Novel
Farrar Straus & Giroux A modern love story told through a series of dictionary-style entries is a sequence of intimate windows into the
large and small events that shape the course of a romantic relationship. By the co-author of the best-selling Nick & Norah's Inﬁnite
Playlist.

The Lover’s Dictionary: A Love Story in 185 Deﬁnitions
HarperCollins UK How does one talk about love?

The Lover's Dictionary
Turtleback

Nick & Norah's Inﬁnite Playlist
Knopf Books for Young Readers The New York Times bestselling he-said/she-said rock n’ roll romance that inspired the motion picture
starring Michael Cera (Juno, Arrested Development) and Kat Dennings (Thor, TV’s 2 Broke Girls)! "I know this is going to sound
strange, but would you mind being my girlfriend for the next ﬁve minutes?" Nick frequents New York's indie rock scene nursing a
broken heart. Norah is questioning all of her assumptions about the world. They have nothing in common except for their taste in
music, until a chance encounter leads to an all-night quest to ﬁnd a legendary band's secret show and ends up becoming a ﬁrst date
that could change both their lives. Co-written by Rachel Cohn and David Levithan, co-author of WILL GRAYSON, WILL GRAYSON with
John Green (THE FAULT IN OUR STARS), NICK & NORAH’S INFINITE PLAYLIST is a sexy, funny roller coaster of a story that reminds you
how you can never be sure where the night will take you…

Invisibility
Penguin A magical romance between a boy cursed with invisibility and the one girl who can see him, by New York Times bestselling
authors Andrea Cremer (Nightshade) and David Levithan (Every Day) Stephen is used to invisibility. He was born that way. Invisible.
Cursed. Elizabeth sometimes wishes for invisibility. When you’re invisible, no one can hurt you. So when her mother decides to move
the family to New York City, Elizabeth is thrilled. It’s easy to blend in there. Then Stephen and Elizabeth meet. To Stephen’s
amazement, she can see him. And to Elizabeth’s amazement, she wants him to be able to see her—all of her. But as the two become
closer, an invisible world gets in their way—a world of grudges and misfortunes, spells and curses. And once they’re thrust into this
world, Elizabeth and Stephen must decide how deep they’re going to go—because the answer could mean the diﬀerence between love
and death. Praise for INVISIBILITY * " Levithan and Cremer again prove themselves masters of their craft. The inventive, enrapturing
story that follows involves spellseekers and a curse-casting grandfather, but Stephen’s and Elizabeth’s journey is largely about
redemption, self-acceptance, and love. Cremer and Levithan make Stephen’s invisibility something every reader can relate to, and
therein lies the magic." --Publishers Weekly, starred review "A must-read for both the realist and the romantic!" --Teen Vogue "[An]
enigmatic mash-up of fantasy and romance set in contemporary real-world Manhattan. The collaboration of Levithan and Cremer
creates a seamless narrative." --Booklist “Once in a while, along comes a book like this one, written by two great authors, with a fun
premise and nice execution, and I don't feel like I need to cover my enjoyment of it with a cough and a sheepish grin. So thanks for
that, Andrea Cremer and David Levithan!” --ForeverYA "Cremer and Levithan craft a tale of love and magic in their ﬁrst collaborative
eﬀort." --School Library Journal "A fast-paced supernatural thriller that will surely leave readers wanting more.[A] love child of Buﬀy
the Vampire Slayer and Levithan’s Every Day." --Kirkus Reviews

Computer Lawyer
Love Virtually
MacLehose Press It begins by chance: Leo receives emails in error from an unknown woman called Emmi. Being polite he replies, and
Emmi writes back. A few brief exchanges are all it takes to spark a mutual interest in each other, and soon Emmi and Leo are sharing
their innermost secrets and longings. The erotic tension simmers, and, despite Emmi being happily married it seems only a matter of
time before they will meet in person. Will their feelings for each other survive the test of a real-life encounter? And if so, what then?
Love Virtually is a funny, fast-paced and absorbing experience, with plenty of twists and turns, about a love aﬀair conducted by email.

Dash & Lily's Book of Dares
Knopf Books for Young Readers Now a Netﬂix original series starring Austin Abrams and Midori Francis! A whirlwind holiday season
romance from the New York Times bestselling authors of Nick & Norah’s Inﬁnite Playlist. “I’ve left some clues for you. If you want
them, turn the page. If you don’t, put the book back on the shelf, please.” 16-year-old Lily has left a red notebook full of challenges on
her favorite bookstore shelf, waiting for just the right guy to come along and accept its dares. Dash, in a bad mood during the
holidays, happens to be the ﬁrst guy to pick up the notebook and rise to its challenges. What follows is a whirlwind romance as Dash
and Lily trade dares, dreams, and desires in the notebook they pass back and forth at locations all across New York City. But can their
in-person selves possibly connect as well as their notebook versions, or will their scavenger hunt end in a comic mismatch of
disastrous proportions? Co-written by Rachel Cohn (GINGERBREAD) and David Levithan, co-author of WILL GRAYSON, WILL GRAYSON
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with John Green (THE FAULT IN OUR STARS), DASH & LILY'S BOOK OF DARES is a love story that will have readers scouring bookstore
shelves, looking and longing for a love (and a red notebook) of their own.

Love Is the Higher Law
Knopf Books for Young Readers Three New York City teens--Claire, Jasper, and Peter--express their reactions to the bombing of the
World Trade Center on September 11, 2001, and its impact on their lives and the world.

Wild Storm
A Derrick Storm Thriller
Disney Electronic Content Derrick Storm, the guy the CIA calls on when it wants something investigated domestically, is thirty-three
thousand feet in the air, returningfrom a rock climbing vacation in the Swiss Alps, when the plane spirals into anose-dive. Storm uses
his climbing gear to tether himself to the wing andheroically save the plane and all the people on board. Sadly, Storm isnot available
to come to the aid of the three other planes that have crashedunder similar circumstances, killing everyone on board. Interestingly,
many of the victims arepowerful people in politics, business and religious groups. The always elusive Jedidiah Jones, leader of the
National ClandestineService that has no name, calls on Storm to investigate. Storm determines that an unknown extremisthas secured
enough of the rare earth element promethium to create a laser withthe power to shoot down planes from the ground. The problem
swiftlybecomes a global one as four more planes crash in the Arabia Desert. Details, intuition and courage lead Storm to Monaco,
Panama City and Egypt as he meets beautiful women, rides angry camels and rescues innocentvictims in his valiant eﬀort to track
down the maniacal mind behind the terrorism.

Hershel and the Hanukkah Goblins
25th Anniversary Edition
Holiday House The classic Hanukkah tale, shared by families all around the world-- now available in a beautiful anniversary edition. A
Caldecott Honor book. An original tale featuring a traditional Jewish folk hero, this clever story, which received a Sydney Taylor Honor,
has been a family favorite for decades. On the ﬁrst night of Hanukkah, a weary traveler named Hershel of Ostropol eagerly
approaches a village, where plenty of latkes and merriment should warm him. But when he arrives not a single candle is lit. A band of
frightful goblins has taken over the synagogue, and the villagers cannot celebrate at all! Hershel vows to help them. Using his wits,
the clever trickster faces down one goblin after the next, night after night. But can one man alone save Hanukkah and live to tell the
tale? Trina Schart Hyman’s leering goblins are equal parts terrifying and ridiculous as they match wits with Hershel, trying to keep him
from lighting the menorah and celebrating Hanukkah. This beautiful 25th Anniversary Edition includes an insightful afterword from the
author and publisher explaining the book's origins, and remembering Trina Schart Hyman, the illustrator who brought the tale to life.
This classic picture book is a perfect Hanukkah gift and a wonderful read-aloud. For more tales of this clever folk hero, read The
Adventures of Hershel of Ostropol— another collaboration between master storyteller Eric A. Kimmel and Trina Schart Hyman.
Caldecott Honor Book ALA Notable Children’s Book NCTE Notable Children’s Book in the Language Arts A Sydney Taylor Award Honor
Book Colorado Children’s Book Award Washington Children's Choice Picture Book Award

Answers in the Pages
Knopf Books for Young Readers A bold, timely novel about speaking up and coming out as parents lobby to ban a beloved book from
the school curriculum by New York Times-bestselling author David Levithan. When Donovan left his copy of The Adventurers on the
kitchen counter, he didn't think his mom would read it—much less have a problem with it. It's just an adventure novel about two
characters trying to stop an evil genius...right? But soon the entire town is freaking out about whether the book's main characters are
gay, Donovan's mom is trying to get the book removed from the school curriculum, and Donovan is caught in the middle. Donovan
doesn't really know if the two boys fall in love at the end or not—but he does know this: even if they do, it shouldn't matter. The book
should not be banned from school. Interweaving three connected storylines, David Levithan delivers a bold, fun, and timely story
about taking action (whether it's against book censors or deadly alligators...), being brave, and standing up for what's right.

101 Ways to Get Away with Anything!
Scholastic Paperbacks Through the hilarious voice of Fox TV's sit-com star, readers get advice on many things, from tips on the art of
driving parents crazy to how to deal with a neurotic teacher, and everything in between. Original.

The Paternity Test
A Novel
University of Wisconsin Pres Having a baby to save a marriage—it’s the oldest of clichés. But what if the marriage at risk is a gay one,
and having a baby involves a surrogate mother? Pat Faunce is a faltering romantic, a former poetry major who now writes textbooks.
A decade into his relationship with Stu, an airline pilot from a fraught Jewish family, he fears he’s losing Stu to other men—and losing
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himself in their “no rules” arrangement. Yearning for a baby and a deeper commitment, he pressures Stu to move from Manhattan to
Cape Cod, to the cottage where Pat spent boyhood summers. As they struggle to adjust to their new life, they enlist a surrogate:
Debora, a charismatic Brazilian immigrant, married to Danny, an American carpenter. Gradually, Pat and Debora bond, drawn together
by the logistics of getting pregnant and away from their spouses. Pat gets caught between loyalties—to Stu and his family, to Debora,
to his own potent desires—and wonders: is he ﬁt to be a father? In one of the ﬁrst novels to explore the experience of gay men
seeking a child through surrogacy, Michael Lowenthal writes passionately about marriages and mistakes, loyalty and betrayal, and
about how our drive to create families can complicate the ones we already have. The Paternity Test is a provocative look at the new
“family values.”

Why Read?
Bloomsbury Publishing USA In this important book, acclaimed author Mark Edmundson reconceives the value and promise of reading.
He enjoins educators to stop oﬀering up literature as facile entertainment and instead teach students to read in a way that can
change their lives for the better. At once controversial and inspiring, this is a groundbreaking book written with the elegance and
power to change the way we teach and read. Why Read was a PSLA Young Adult Top 40 non-ﬁction title 2004

Important Artifacts and Personal Property from the
Collection of Lenore Doolan and Harold Morris, Including
Books, Street Fashion, and Jewelry
Sarah Crichton Books A love story told in the form of an auction catalog. Auction catalogs can tell you a lot about a person -- their
passions and vanities, peccadilloes and aesthetics; their ﬂush years and lean. Think of the collections of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis,
Truman Capote, the Duke and Duchess of Windsor. In Leanne Shapton's marvelously inventive and invented auction catalog, the 325
lots up for auction are what remain from the relationship between Lenore Doolan and Harold Morris (who aren't real people, but might
as well be). Through photographs of the couple's personal eﬀects -- the usual auction items (jewelry, ﬁne art, and rare furniture) and
the seemingly worthless (pajamas, Post-it notes, worn paperbacks) -- the story of a failed love aﬀair vividly (and cleverly) emerges.
From ﬁrst meeting to ﬁnal separation, the progress and rituals of intimacy are revealed through the couple's accumulated relics and
memorabilia. And a love story, in all its tenderness and struggle, emerges from the evidence that has been left behind, laid out for us
to appraise and appreciate. In an earlier work, Was She Pretty?, Shapton, a talented artist and illustrator, subtly explored the
seemingly simple yet powerfully complicated nature of sexual jealousy. In Important Artifacts and Personal Property from the
Collection of Lenore Doolan and Harold Morris—a very diﬀerent yet equally original book—she invites us to contemplate what is truly
valuable, and to consider the art we make of our private lives.

The Mysterious Disappearance of Aidan S. (as told to his
brother)
Knopf Books for Young Readers New York Times bestselling author David Levithan takes young readers on twisting journey through
truth, reality, and fantasy and belief. Aidan disappeared for six days. Six agonizing days of searches and police and questions and
constant vigils. Then, just as suddenly as he vanished, Aidan reappears. Where has he been? The story he tells is simply. . .
impossible. But it's the story Aidan is sticking to. His brother, Lucas, wants to believe him. But Lucas is aware of what other people,
including their parents, are saying: that Aidan is making it all up to disguise the fact that he ran away. When the kids in school hear
Aidan's story, they taunt him. But still Aidan clings to his story. And as he becomes more of an outcast, Lucas becomes more and
more concerned. Being on Aidan's side would mean believing in the impossible. But how can you believe in the impossible when
everything and everybody is telling you not to?

Invisible Girlfriend
love, life and beyond
Zorba Books Imagine this. You cannot believe your luck that the new girl in school who is as beautiful as the sunrise, is willing to date
you! You fall deeply in love with her. On a ﬁne day while having a romantic candle-light dinner with your gorgeous girlfriend under the
star-lit sky, with a cold wind blowing, she just . . . disappears, into thin air. Baﬄing, isn’t it? That’s exactly what happened to Siddharth
a.k.a. Sid. Where did she go? What happened? How can this happen? Read the novella to ﬁnd out the mystery of the invisible
girlfriend! Invisible Girlfriend is a unique tale of love that you have never encountered before!
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